AKHAVAN, Payam

**Articles in Refereed Journals (Paper or Electronic):**


**Book Chapters:**


**Reports for Government Agencies, Professional Bodies, etc:**


**Other Non-refereed Articles, Comments, Reviews, etc:**


“The Power of the Feminine Self: Liberating Manhood from Violence Against...

ANKER, Kirsten
Edited Collections:

Book Chapters:

Other Non-refereed Articles, Comments, Reviews, etc:

ANTAKI, Mark
Book Chapters:


BACHAND, Frédéric
Edited Collections:

Papers in Conference Proceedings:
F. Bachand, “Parallel Proceedings Involving Objections to Arbitral Jurisdiction: A Closer Look at the Presumed Intention of the Parties”, paper distributed and presented at an international conference entitled “The Evolution and Future of International Arbitration: the Next 30 Years” (School of International Arbitration—Queen Mary University), London, 20 April 2015

Reports for Government Agencies, Professional Bodies, etc:
F. Bachand, “Self-Represented Litigants and Accused: the Canadian Law Simply Stated”/« Le juge et les parties non représentées : aperçu du droit canadien », paper written in both official languages presented to the National Judicial Institute, August 2015

BJORKLUND, Andrea
Edited Collections:

Articles in Refereed Journals (Paper or Electronic):

Book Chapters:


Other Non-refereed Articles, Comments, Reviews, etc:

BLACKETT, Adelle
Books & Monographs:

Articles in Refereed Journals (Paper or Electronic):

Book Chapters:


Other Non-refereed Articles, Comments, Reviews, etc:


CAMPBELL, Angela
Articles in Refereed Journals (Paper or Electronic):


Book Chapters:

Reports for Government Agencies, Professional Bodies, etc:

Other Non-refereed Articles, Comments, Reviews, etc:


CHRISTIANS, Allison
Articles in Refereed Journals (Paper or Electronic):

Book Chapters:
“Taxation as Environmental Policy in Canada: A Look at the Contemporary Landscape,” in Rodolfo Boix, Ed., *La Protección Ambiental A Través Del Derecho Fiscal/Environmental Protection Through Tax Law* (Universidad Nacional de Córdoba 2015), 283-308 (with Olivier Jarda).

Reports for Government Agencies, Professional Bodies, etc:
Expert Report, Raymond Chabot Grant Thornton et al v. Director General of Elections, Quebec (September
2015) (international and comparative analysis of taxpayer confidentiality rationales and regimes).

  • extensively cited by the Federal Court of Canada in Hillis v. Attorney General, 2015 FC 1082; this case involves a US law that applies extraterritorially to certain Canadian citizens resident in Canada as well as to citizens and residents of other countries around the world and is expected to have far-reaching consequences.


Other Non-refereed Articles, Comments, Reviews, etc:
  • republished by Politudes: International Social Policy Monitor, online:

  • recommended by the International Tax Policy Forum, online:
    <http://www.itpf.org/itpf_blog?article_id=3585>.

  • recommended by Kim Brooks, Dalhousie University Friday Library, online:

CRÉPEAU, François
Articles in Refereed Journals (Paper or Electronic):


Book Chapters:

2015, 355-360.


Reports for Government Agencies, Professional Bodies, etc:
Publications as Special Rapporteur / Publications à titre de Rapporteur Spécial

“It’s time to take action to protect stateless persons from arbitrary detention”, blog post for the European Network on Statelessness, 30 November 2015,
http://www.statelessness.eu/blog/it-is-time-take-action-protect-stateless-persons-arbitrary-detention


http://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Migration/SRMigrants/Pages/AnnualReports.aspx

http://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Migration/SRMigrants/Pages/AnnualReports.aspx

http://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Migration/SRMigrants/Pages/AnnualReports.aspx

http://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Migration/SRMigrants/Pages/AnnualReports.aspx

Other Non-refereed Articles, Comments, Reviews, etc:

CRÉPEAU, François, “From enforced closure to regulated mobility: The need for a paradigm shift in migration policies”, Ryerson Centre for Immigration and Settlement Working Paper Series no 2015/4, Ryerson University (Toronto), May 2015.
http://ryerson.ca/content/dam/rcis/documents/RCIS%20WP%202015_04%20Crepeau%20Final.pdf
DEDEK, Helge
Edited Collections:

Articles in Refereed Journals (Paper or Electronic):

Book Chapters:


Other Non-refereed Articles, Comments, Reviews, etc:


ELLIS, Jaye
Book Chapters:

Other Non-refereed Articles, Comments, Reviews, etc:

EMERICH, Yaëll
Articles in Refereed Journals (Paper or Electronic):


Book Chapters:


Other Non-refereed Articles, Comments, Reviews, etc:

FORRAY, Vincent
Edited Collections:

Book Chapters:

Other Non-refereed Articles, Comments, Reviews, etc:
Recension à la Revue trimestrielle de droit civil : Alain Supiot, La gouvernance par les nombres, Fayard, 520 p., 2015 RTDC 972.


« De la vocation de savant » – En lib(v)re hommage à H. Patrick Glenn, Focus Law, novembre 2015

FOX-DECENT, Evan  
**Books & Monographs:**  
*Fiduciaries of Humanity: How International Law Constitutes Authority* (with Evan Criddle) (New York: OUP, in press 2016). The book has eight chapters and runs over 183,000 words. I spent most of 2015 writing the final lengthy chapter (~105 pages), “International Institutions as Fiduciaries of Humanity,” and revising the manuscript as a whole to put it in final form. While the book is not scheduled to be released until August of 2016, it was a massive, multi-year endeavour. Much of 2012 and 2013, and most of 2014 and 2015 were dedicated to drafting and revising this monograph.

**Articles in Refereed Journals (Paper or Electronic):**  

**Book Chapters:**  

Note: This piece was supposed to be published in the fall of 2015, but for unexplained reasons the book’s launch was delayed until January of 2016. I have five other pieces, and the monograph above, scheduled to be published in 2016. If possible and equitable to others, I would ask to be credited for “Constitutional Legitimacy Unbound” this year, and undertake to note in my Annual Report next year that I have been so credited.

GÉLINAS, Fabien  
**Books & Monographs:**  

**Articles in Refereed Journals (Paper or Electronic):**  


**Book Chapters:**  

**Papers in Conference Proceedings:**  
GOLD, Richard

Articles in Refereed Journals (Paper or Electronic):

Other Non-refereed Articles, Comments, Reviews, etc:


JAKHU, Ram

Edited Collections:
Ram S Jakhu, Kuan-Wei Chen, Yaw O.M. Nyampong, (editors), Global Space Governance, (2015), McGill Centre for Air and Space Law, Montreal, Canada.

Papers in Conference Proceedings:

Other Non-refereed Articles, Comments, Reviews, etc:

JANDA, Richard

Edited Collections:

Book Chapters:


Reports for Government Agencies, Professional Bodies, etc:
Canadian Network on Corporate Accountability, A proposed Extractive Sector Ombudsman

Other Non-refereed Articles, Comments, Reviews, etc:
Le droit en temps reel, Collection RDCG, CRDP.

JODOIN, Sébastien
Edited Collections:

Book Chapters:


Reports for Government Agencies, Professional Bodies, etc:
Co-author of Catherine Potvin et al., Acting on Climate Change: Solutions from Canadian Scholars (March 2015).

Other Non-refereed Articles, Comments, Reviews, etc:


JUKIER, Rosalie
Edited Collections:

Articles in Refereed Journals (Paper or Electronic):

“Overcoming Pedagogical Solitude: The Transformative power of discipline-specific Faculty Learning
Communities (FLCs)”, (2015) 34:1-2 To Improve the Academy 319 – 344 (co-authored with Mariela Tovar, Jennie Ferris and Kristen Cardoso)


**Book Chapters:**


**KHOURY, Lara**

**Books & Monographs:**


(Please, see also below section 3.D for contribution in the book)

**Articles in Refereed Journals (Paper or Electronic):**


**Book Chapters:**


Lara Khoury, Fascicule sur la causalité dans la Collection Droit civil du JurisClasseur québécois (Feuilles mobiles mises à jour annuellement – updated May 2015)

Lara Khoury, « Fascicule 5 – Responsabilité civile des médecins » dans la Collection Droit civil du JurisClasseur québécois (Feuilles mobiles mises à jour annuellement – This is the first publicaiton of the Chapter, in May 2015)


Reports for Government Agencies, Professional Bodies, etc:
(kindly note the second author is a student who worked with me on this project)

Other Non-refereed Articles, Comments, Reviews, etc:

KLEIN, Alana

**Articles in Refereed Journals (Paper or Electronic):**

KONG, Hoi

**Edited Collections:**
*NAFTA and Sustainable Development: The History, Experience and Prospects For Reform* (Cambridge University Press, 2015) 414 pages (co-editor and contributor)

**Articles in Refereed Journals (Paper or Electronic):**


**Book Chapters:**


LECKEY, Robert
Books & Monographs:

Edited Collections:


Articles in Refereed Journals (Paper or Electronic):

Book Chapters:

Papers in Conference Proceedings:


Other Non-refereed Articles, Comments, Reviews, etc:

MANIKIS, Marie
Articles in Refereed Journals (Paper or Electronic):
Marie Manikis, “The recognition of prosecutorial obligations in an era of mandatory minimum sentences of imprisonment and over-representation of Aboriginal people in prisons” (2016) 71 Supreme Court Law Review 277.


**Book Chapters:**

**Other Non-refereed Articles, Comments, Reviews, etc:**

---

**MÉGRET, Frédéric**

**Articles in Refereed Journals (Paper or Electronic):**


“Response to Claus Kreß: Leveraging the Privilege of Belligerency in Non-International Armed Conflict Towards Respect for the Jus in Bello” (2015) 96:893 International Review of the Red Cross

**Book Chapters:**


MILLER, Paul  
**Articles in Refereed Journals (Paper or Electronic):**  

MOYSE, Pierre-Emmanuel  
**Edited Collections:**  

**Articles in Refereed Journals (Paper or Electronic):**  

**Book Chapters:**  

**Reports for Government Agencies, Professional Bodies, etc:**  


**Other Non-refereed Articles, Comments, Reviews, etc:**  

MUÑIZ-FRATICELLI, Victor  
**Articles in Refereed Journals (Paper or Electronic):**  

NARAIN, Vrinda  
**Articles in Refereed Journals (Paper or Electronic):**  

**Other Non-refereed Articles, Comments, Reviews, etc:**  
Book Review:  
NIEZEN, Ronald
Articles in Refereed Journals (Paper or Electronic):

Other Non-refereed Articles, Comments, Reviews, etc:


PIPER, Tina
Papers in Conference Proceedings:

POIRIER, Johanne
Edited Collections:


Articles in Refereed Journals (Paper or Electronic):

Book Chapters:


Poirier, Johanne & Kris Deschouwer, « Introduction», in Poirier, Johanne & Kris Deschouwer (eds.),

Poirier, Johanne « Who is Afraid of (Con)Federalism ?” in (Con)Federalism : Cure or Curse ?», e-Book, Publication électronique co-éditée avec Kris DESCHOUWER, 2015, pp. 27-41

Other Non-refereed Articles, Comments, Reviews, etc:

PROVOST, René
Articles in Refereed Journals (Paper or Electronic):

Book Chapters:
“Interpretation in International Law as a Transcultural Project”, in Andrea Bianchi, Daniel Peat & Matthew Windsor eds, Interpretation in International Law (OUP, 2015) 290-308

Other Non-refereed Articles, Comments, Reviews, etc:

RAMANUJAM, Nandini
Articles in Refereed Journals (Paper or Electronic):


SAUMIER, Geneviève
Book Chapters:
“FASCICULE 21, Organismes privés et appareil étatique” in P.-C. Lafond, ed, Jurisclasseur Québec – Droit de la consommation (LexisNexis, mise-à-jour 2015) (10 pages)


Reports for Government Agencies, Professional Bodies, etc:
SHEPPARD, Colleen

Articles in Refereed Journals (Paper or Electronic):

“Institutional Inequality and the Dynamics of Courage” (2013) 31(2) Windsor Yearbook of Access to Justice 103 http://ojs.uwindsor.ca/ojs/leddy/index.php/WYAJ/article/view/4416 (Despite 2013 date, this article was published and posted in 2015)

Book Chapters:


Reports for Government Agencies, Professional Bodies, etc:
Mental Health Information Privacy: The Interface with Equality in the Workplace, (with Derek J. Jones) Research Report prepared for the Privacy Commissioner of Canada (June 2015) (50 pp)

SMITH, Lionel

Edited Collections:

Articles in Refereed Journals (Paper or Electronic):


Book Chapters:


SMTIH, Stephen

Book Chapters:


VAN PRAAGH, Shauna

Edited Collections:

Articles in Refereed Journals (Paper or Electronic):

Book Chapters:


Other Non-refereed Articles, Comments, Reviews, etc:

“Sketches of a Law Teacher”, (2015) 3 Contours – Voices of Women in Law, Faculty of Law, McGill University
Oped, “Why not take the Supreme Court’s religious-studies ruling into the classroom?”, March 20, 2015, Globe and Mail

WALSH, Catherine  
**Edited Collections:**  

**Articles in Refereed Journals (Paper or Electronic):**  

**Other Non-refereed Articles, Comments, Reviews, etc:**  
“Proposed Amendments to the PPSA rules on serial number registration” - legislative reform proposal prepared for discussion by the CCPPSL (Canadian Conference on Personal Property Security Law) at its June 2015 annual meeting in Halifax (proposal accepted in principle).

“New ‘location of the debtor’ rules under the Ontario PPSA conflicts regime: comparison with CCQ, Article 9 and existing PPSA rules” and “Reliability of the public registry for movable security and unauthorized registrations: Comparison of PPSA, CCQ and PPSA solutions” – written commentaries disseminated and orally presented at the 13e Colloque Macdonald sur les sûretés, 4 December 2015, Paul-André Crépeau Centre for Private & Comparative Law, McGill Law Faculty, Montreal.

WEINSTOCK, Daniel  
**Articles in Refereed Journals (Paper or Electronic):**  


“How Democratic is Civil Disobedience?”, in *Criminal Law and Philosophy*, DOI 10.1007/s11572-015-9367-0


**Book Chapters:**  
